Thanks for your interest in supporting the mission of the WMS. As an annual affiliate, your organization will receive the following recognition:

• List events on the online community calendar at wms.org/conferences/calendar.asp
• List events in the printed community calendar in the Wilderness & Environmental Medicine journal four times/year
• Your logo with hyperlink on the WMS website under Affiliates
• Your logo with hyperlink in Trailblazer newsletter once/year (subject to timing)
• Permission to use our logo on your website
• One social media post/year*
• Opportunity to publish one educational article to Wilderness Medicine Magazine per year*

Additional benefit for non-profits or those receiving FAWM/CME from the WMS:

• An announcement in one WMS Trailblazer newsletter per year (call for speakers, event description, etc.)

Fee: $600/year
($50/month pro-rated)*

*Subject to approval; must provide educational value and not just be an advertisement

LEARN MORE AT WMS.ORG/AFFILIATES OR EMAIL INFO@WMS.ORG